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This thesis study attempts to differentiate between attention and

understanding as separate phases of communication theory. To do this,

additional analysis was made of data already gathered from a random

sample of Oregonians by the Survey Research Center at Oregon State Uni-

versity. An additional objective was to determine the role adjudicated

newspaper readership plays in dissemination of information to the com-

munity about school financial affairs.

Ten independent variables were tested for discrimination between

the two attributes. Statistically significant variables were then sub-

jected to discriminate function analysis to determine the relative im-

portance of the variables. Results show that variables found to be

statistically significant in discriminating between attention and under-

standing were (in order of importance) voting in the last school elec-

tion, knowledge score, readership of an adjudicated newspaper and years

of residence in Oregon. A selectivity bias was found to exist because



of homogeneity of the sample of 123 respondents whO retained the sam-

ple newspaper containing three formats and who were willing to bring it

to the phone.

A substantiation of "set" theory is a part of the results of this

study. Readers of an adjudicated newspaper, who have previously exper-

ienced the opportunity of reading school budget information, were found

to be more likely to read and evaluate that type of information in a

sample newspaper containing three budget formats than were readers of

non-adjudicated newspapers or non-readers of newspapers.

Results indicate a significant degree of discrimination among re-

spondents between attention and understanding features of the formats

and suggest a need for further study in this area of communication

theory.

Results also show that readers of adjudicated newspapers are more

knowledgeable about school financial affairs, engage in more interper-

sonal discussion about school financial affairs, are more likely to be

registered to vote and are more likely to recall having seen a school

budget in the past six months than are non-readers of these papers.

These results underscore the need to improve school budget formats

to increase attention and understanding among readers. A shorter, bet-

ter organized format should be substituted for the Standard Oregon one

now used and larger type should be considered. A need is shown for a

cooperative effort between school administrators and newspaper publishers

to make school financial information more attractive and easier to under-

stand for community residents.
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Differences Between Public Attention and Understanding

of School Budget Formats Published in Newspapers

I. INTRODUCTION

Communication theory defines attention and understanding as the

first two steps in the process for changing an attitude or fostering

behavior. One must first become aware of a topic or problem before

understanding can occur. Understanding (not agreement, but comprehen-

sion) can then lead to yielding, retention and, finally, action. The

entire process is dependent on the first step, attention, as each suc-

ceeding step is dependent on the preceding one.

Little effort has been made to differentiate empirically between

the effects of attention and understanding, however. It is customary to

analyze variables as they pertain to understanding, assuming attention

has already occurred.

Therefore, one purpose of this study is to attempt a differentia-

tion between the ability of a message to attract attention and its abil-

ity to create understanding. Since the data used concern preferences

from among three school budget formats, a second purpose is to test the

importance of availability of the budget information to the public. The

variable used to do this is accessibility to an adjudicated newspaper*

which prints school budgets as ordered by law. (See * on page 2.)

This research is considered important for two reasons:

First, this approach may have merit in adding to our knowledge of

communication behavior, and
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Second, any finding which suggests ways in which people in the com-

munity can be better informed about school budgets should be of value in

its own right.

The remainder of this thesis is organized into the following chap-

ters: first, an historical perspective and theoretical rationale are

presented; next, methods of analysis are described and results are pre-

sented and discussed, and finally, the thesis is summarized and conclu-

sions are drawn. A bibliography and appendices, which present technical

information, are given.

* As defined by Oregon Revised Statute 294.255, an adjudicated newspaper
designated to print public notices "must be within the county and shall
be the newspaper having the largest bona fide circulation within the
county and shall be selected for the calendar year by the county court
or other governing body at its first regular meeting each year."
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II. HISTORICAL BACKGROUND AND THEORY

Newspapers are designated in each county of Oregon to print the

public notices (paid advertisements) required by state law. Types of

public notices now required to be published in Oregon total 335 (ONPA

1973). Every state has similar requirements. And, in recent years,

nearly every state has witnessed confrontations between newspapers and

state legislative bodies concerning this legal requirement to print, at

governmental expense, public notices. The point at issue is the worth

of these public notices. In other words, are these notices doing what

is intended: communicating understanding?

The precedent for the printing of public notices goes back a long

way. English newspapers started printing public notices in 1588. In

1655, The Publick Intelligencer was designated an "official" newspaper

to carry public notices by Oliver Cromwell, Lord Protector of England

(ONPA 1974).

American pioneers supported the people s right to know through

legislation and all 50 states carry statutes detailing those proceedings

of governmental bodies which must be made public by the dissemination of

notices through mass media.

These notices cover such a diversity of public information as

county expenditures, probate announcements and election schedules.

Cities, counties and some legislators assert that public notice ads,

required by law, are too expensive, are ineffective and go unread

(Association of Oregon Counties 1975).

Newspaper editors and publishers, on the other hand, defend the
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public's right to access of public information and add that the cost is

minute considering the ready accessibility of public information diffi-

cult to obtain any other way (ONPA 1975).

In at least three states -- Kansas, Missouri and Oregon -- bills

designed to repeal public notice statutes have passed one body of the

legislature before being tabled for further study. The bill in Oregon

was restricted to the publishing of monthly expenditures by counties.
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A. Public Notice Issue in Oregon

In April of 1975, the Oregon House Committee on Local Government

and Urban Affairs considered House Bill 3164, which would repeal manda-

tory published monthly reports of certain county expenditures. H. B.

3164 would not have affected the publishing of other public notices,

but did cause concern that, if passed, it would be the proverbial foot-

in-the-door that would lead to closed books of many of the agencies now

required to publish public notices.

Actively supporting passage of H. B. 3164 was the Association of

Oregon Counties (1975), on the following grounds:

The law this bill seeks to repeal is discriminatory,
expensive, superfluous and potentially dangerous . . . and
will not prohibit counties from publishing expenditure re-
ports in local newspapers.

Their point is that an archaic statute enacted in 1891 needs to be

repealed to save money now required for the publishing of, in their

opinion, uninteresting and unread notices.

On the opposing side was the Oregon Newspaper Publishers Associ-

ation (1975), which asserted that H. B. 3164 would:

Deny the citizens of Oregon's 36 counties easy access
to information which is important to their understanding
of county government and information to which they have an
unalienable right.

Total cost of all public notices published in Oregon equals

slightly over a dime per registered voter -- or about a nickel per

capita population of the state.

When ONPA asked that the bill be tabled in June of 1975 pending an

investigation of the publishing of public notices, the Senate agreed.
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The HouSe had already passed it in May of 1975. The bill has not been

recalled for further debate at this date, but may well surface again in

1979 during the current legislative session.
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B. Public Notice Study

After the bill was tabled, ONPA contracted with the Survey Re-

search Center at Oregon State University "to estimate the readership

of public notices appearing in adjudicated newspapers in 35 Oregon

counties and to determine its possible effects." Multnomah County was

excluded because newspapers in this county do not publish county monthly

expenses (Mason and Faulkenberry 1976).

Two specific types of public notices were selected for these

studies: county monthly expenses, because of the tabled legislative

bill, and school budgets prior to the first election that seeks voter

approval of funds outside the six percent limitation, because format

changes could easily be studied and changes recommended.

A Public Notice Study Committee, composed of representatives from

both press and government, worked closely with SRC personnel in plan-

ning and carrying out the studies.

Results of the first study, Estimated Readership of Public Notices

in Oregon, released in November of 1976, show that 55.3 percent of the

total adult non-institutionalized population have access to a newspaper

that carries public notices and 12.6 percent of the population had read

at least one public notice the week of the interview. More than one-

third of the respondents who had the sample newspaper at the time of

their interview had read at least one of the 335 types of public no-

tices.

Those most likely to read any type of public notice are 45 years of

age or older who are long-time residents of the community apt to vote in



local elections and who are knowledgeable about local affairs (Mason

and Faulkenberry 1976).

Eighty-seven percent of those who read public notices felt the no-

tices should continue to be printed and 71 percent of the non-readers of

public notices agreed. Another 10 percent of the readers and 7 percent

of the non-readers wanted them continued in a more meaningful and read-

able format -- larger type, simplified language and use of summaries to

make important points stand out, for example.

Results reported in an editorial in Editor and Publisher (Jan. 1,

1977) provide evidence that public notices are valued by Oregon resi-

dents and that they do provide the public with information in a form

that is useful to them. Readers are afforded the opportunity to become

informed, an opportunity that is seized by approximately one-third of

the subscribers of adjudicated newspapers.
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C. Communication Theory and Public Notices

In order to understand more completely the importance of public

notices in communicating specific information to the public, we need to

discuss some specific aspects of communication theory.

Some social science researchers argue that attention is a neces-

sary -- but not sufficient -- indicator of understanding. Others feel

that attention is the end result that it is sufficient to cause un-

derstanding. Let's examine the relationship.

All do agree that information must be presented in a form that

catches the attention of the reader. In order to effect an attitude

change, at least five behavioral steps must be taken. These steps are

attention, comprehension, yielding, retention and action. The receiver

must go through each of these steps if communication is to have a per-

suasive impact, and each depends on the occurrence of the preceding

step (McGuire 1969). An accurate picture of the situation must emerge

from reading the information so that every reader has the same, or sim-

ilar, interpretation because people must be talking about the same situ-

ation in order for understanding to occur.

More important, in terms of this study, is the "set" theory that

states that a reader must already have an interest in a specific topic

before he is apt to notice an article concerning that topic (Schramm

1973). A primary step in achieving attention and then understanding is

to create interest in a topic in readers' minds so they will have a

"set" for messages pertaining to that topic.

Even for readers "set" to read certain messages, the information
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has to be presented in a format designed to attract attention. Then,

and only then, will the reader accept or reject the message.

A reasonable hypothesis is that the most powerful
effect of the mass media on public knowledge -- com-
parable even to the effect of the realism with which
it can present distant events and places -- is the
ability of the media to focus public attention on cer-
tain problems, persons, or issues at a given time.
(Schramm 1973)

The tremendous power of the media to print or not to print can in-

fluence understanding among consumers. No one possibly can read all the

vast amount of information printed. Readers must pick and choose, and

their particular "sets" steer them to or away from certain messages.

Since a person must make selective choices in his reading, he is

more likely to choose that information that triggers a previously held

interest. Furthermore, his level of interest is affected by a mes-

sage's presentation. Even with equal accessibility to information,

prior interest will influence exposure (Weiss 1969).

If the mass media can succeed in focusing public attention on an

issue, they have prepared their audience for the next step in the com-

munication process, understanding -- not agreement, but cognition of

the situation.

However, many researchers tend to lump attention and comprehension

into one factor in conducting studies. This survey of the literature,

including a search by the Library Information Retrieval Service, failed

to turn up evidence of work designed to differentiate between these two

steps in the communication process. McGuire (1969), for example, sums

up the matter succinctly:

In actual empirical work it is usually difficult to
distinguish between attention and comprehension, since
negative results as regards message comprehension could
represent a failure either of attention or comprehension
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or both . . . It is usually necessary to simplify by lum-
ping these two steps together into one general reception
step.

Yet, the difference between attention and understanding remains an

intriguing one. While it may be extremely difficult to separate the

effect of these variables empirically, one can study their perceived

differences by examining the preferences of people concerning the at-

tention-attracting or understanding-enhancing attributes of competing

messages. In this fashion, one is not studying the role of attention or

understanding as elements of the communication process. Rather, one

accepts these two elements as "givens" and studies instead the opinions

of a sample of people concerning the ability of competing messages to

foster attention and understanding.

The competing messages tested in this study are three synthetic

school budgets. The budgets are similar to those required to be prin-

ted as public notices in adjudicated newspapers prior to the vote on

school budgets.

Findings of the Survey Research Center study concerning this phase

of the work were published in 1977 as Public Preferences for School

Budget Formats.
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D. Public Understanding of School Budgets

Oregon law specifies that schools must publish an operating budget

prior to a budget election. The budget must be printed as a public no-

tice in an adjudicated newspaper and paid for at the special low rate

charged for public notices. The law includes minimum requirements for

financial summaries, specific items to be included and the years to be

covered. A format, hereafter referred to as the Standard Oregon format,

is used generally throughout the state.

The main reason this law is on the state books is to promote grea-

ter public understanding of a school's financial situation by the voters

of the district. Concern has been felt for some time by both educators

and community leaders that the budget needs to be presented in a more

effective manner to the public before attention and understanding can

take place.

Therefore, in a study done by the Survey Research Center at Oregon

State University (Mason and Faulkenberry 1977) in conjunction with the

Oregon Newspaper Publishers Association, three formats for the same

school budget were tested on a probability sample of Oregon adults. One

was the Standard Oregon format; one was a Planned Program Budgeting ef-

fort developed by the Superintendent of the Salem Public Schools; and

the third was constructed by a group of Medford civic leaders. The Med-

ford budget emphasized detailed revenue sources as well as salary break-

downs by classes of occupations within the school system.

Preferences were obtained for two attributes -- the relative abili-

ty of formats to attract attention and to help one understand a school's
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financial situation.

The three formats were printed in a four-page newspaper that in-

cluded general news items. No city, county or area identification was

given for the formats. They were labeled "Budget A," "Budget B" and

"Budget C." The format and layout of the newspaper are shown as Appen-

dix I, page 55.

This newspaper was distributed to one adult, selected at random,

in each of 617 Oregon households chosen by random area methods in pro-

portion to the state's population, excluding Multnomah County. Newspa-

pers were accepted in 513 (84 percent) of the households. Specially

trained interviewers explained the purpose of the survey and told re-

spondents that they would be called in a few days for telephone inter-

views concerning the budgets. A total of 359 usable interviews was

completed from the 513 attempted. About 35 percent of the 359 had kept

a copy of the newspaper as requested and could answer the questions on

budget format preference. A total of 123 respondents completed budget

preferences and it is this group of 123 responses that provides the data

for this thesis study. The questionnaire used in the study is shown as

Appendix II, page 59.

It should be noted that the data suggest that a non-random group of

people in the state retained copies of the special newspaper and answered

the questions. It appears to be a group likely to have prior interest

in school financial affairs and who were willing to be interviewed about

the topic. The selection of this group of people for interviewing rep-

resents a potential sampling bias if the data are generalized to the

total adult population of the state who live outside Multnomah County.

Table I (page 14) shows a breakdown of respondents' answers to the
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attention and understanding questions.

TABLE I. "MOST LIKELY" PREFERENCES FOR FORMATS TO ATTRACT
ATTENTION AND TO COMMUNICATE UNDERSTANDING OF
BUDGET INFORMATION

Attract
attention

Understand

Standard
Oregon Salem Medford

No
difference Total (N)

Standard
Oregon 9.8 4.1 2.4 1.6 17.9 (22)

Salem 2.4 23.6 6.5 0 32.5 (40)

Medford 3.3 0.8 36.6 0.8 41.5 (51)

No differ-
ence 0.8 0.8 1.6 4.9 8.1 (10)

Total 16.3 29.3 47.1 7.3 100.0 (123)

(N) (20) (36) (58) (9) (123)

The Medford budget format received the most votes, with Salem fol-

lowing. Both of these budget versions were shorter and less expensive

than the Standard Oregon format, which came in a poor third. Since a

70 percent overlap was found to exist between attention and understan-

ding -- 70 percent of the respondents agreed that the same format ranked

highest in both categories -- analysis focused on understanding of bud-

get format and ignored the attention factor, as shown in Table I. Jus-

tification for this approach was:

Public understanding is ultimately what we are seeking
to explain and the reasons for format preferences for one
attribute are highly related to the other. (Survey Research
Center 1977)

Conclusions of the study included evidence that the presentation of

school budget information in newspapers can be improved by organizing
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budgets into more meaningful categories of material that would present

the substance of a school's financial plan in a way the public believes

is easier to understand. Savings in printing costs would be a side ben-

efit.

The 30 percent difference shown by respondents who selected one

format for its attention-gaining qualities and another for its aid to

understanding indicates that additional information can be obtained from

these data by considering attention as a separate factor in the analyti-

cal model. Therefore, variables related to format preference for atten-

tion-seeking as well as for understanding should be carefully examined

for consistency of preferences. No a priori reason exists to make us

suspect that variables related to preferences won't also discriminate

between consistent and inconsistent ones (consistent attention/under-

standing preferences and inconsistent ones).
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E. Variables to be Studied

It seems reasonable to expect that those persons who take the time

and trouble to review budgets, for example, also have the ability to

discriminate between attention-seeking and understanding features. Var-

iables associated with this ability to discriminate should be of inter-

est to those trying to communicate budget information to the public.

But, more importantly, also these variables should add to knowledge

concerning relationships between attention and understanding in the com-

munication process.

The literature concerning public support for school budgets shows

that a number of variables are related to this support and a review of

this literature should enable one to specify and justify a set of vari-

ables associated with discriminating between attention/understanding

aspects of school budgets.

For example, persons most apt to show an interest in schools by

talking to others outside the household about schools either have or

will have a child in school (high parent orientation) and/or belongs to

one or more non-school organizations (high citizen orientation). High

parent orientation has nearly double as strong a relationship with com-

municatory activity (Carter and Odell 1966). The effectiveness of par-

ent orientation in predicting informal communicators is greater among

those with more than one child and among those who glean school infor-

mation from the media. Therefore, we can also hope to find a higher

ability to discriminate between attention and understanding features by

involved parents who keep up with the media. It seems important, then,
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to ascertain if respondents are parents and also if they are in the

habit of discussing school budgets with others outside their households.

Information is not available to make decisions about opinion leaders or

to use the two-step flow theory.

Education also plays a role in determining who votes how. The

more education a person has, the more interested he tends to be in edu-

cation and the more likely he is to see the benefits. One can postulate

that the highly educated person is also more able to discriminate be-

tween attention and understanding. On the other hand, those with little

education are more sensitive to economic considerations than to concern

for schools (Carter and Odell 1966). Clearly, education is a variable

to take into consideration.

Length of time lived in the state and community must also be taken

into account in determining ability to discriminate between attention

and understanding factors as studies indicate more interest in school

affairs among long-time residents. Newcomers, particularly non-parents,

would not be expected to be able to discriminate as well as "old-

timers."

Age is an important variable, coupled with parenthood. Younger,

childless persons would be expected to show less interest in school

elections and less ability to discriminate between attention and under-

standing than would parents of school-age children (usually positively

interested) or older residents on fixed incomes (usually negatively in-

terested).

Other relevant variables are whether or not respondents are regis-

tered to vote and if they voted in the last school election. Those in-

terested enough to vote once are more apt to remain interested in future
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elections and are more likely to discriminate in choosing features that

relate to attention and understanding. A much lower percentage of elig-

ible voters turns out for a school election than for a presidential vote

-- a normal turnout might be 25 percent versus 67 percent. A large

turnout is indicative of a deeply felt community conflict and usually

spells defeat for the budget (Carter and Odell 1966). In these days of

high prices and increased taxes, more citizens are exercising their

voices at the polls with a "no" that indicates general resentment of the

economy as much as a specific disapproval of the school budget.

Sixty-one percent of citizens polled in the Tenth Annual Gallup

Poll of the Public's Attitudes Toward the Public Schools say they have

a "fair amount" of confidence in their local school board (1978) al-

though the West is the area least satisfied with schools. Nearly 40

percent of the eligible voters is a formidable number to be disconten-

ted with local school boards and suggests the seriousness of the prob-

lem faced by school administrators seeking to pass budgets. Classrooms

were closed for nearly two months in Eagle Point, Ore., in the 1976-77

school year in a battle over the budget (Downey 1977) and an editorial

in the American School Board Journal (1977) puts the situation this way:

Until now, though, the consequences have rarely en-
tailed the closing of schools. What public education in
the U. S. suffered last winter was a distinct escalation
of a long-standing trend. And those in the midst of the
trouble believe this is just the beginning.

Another important variable is access to newspapers. Newspapers

are sometimes used for school information by citizens who do not have

high levels of active participation (Carter and Odell 1966). Olien et.

al. (1978) have found that the configuration of newspaper information

available to the average citizen tends to differ sharply from one com-
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munity to another and may have a number of outcomes for level of citi-

zen understanding and participation in public issues.

Of even greater importance, then, is whether or not a person has

access to the adjudicated newspaper in his community and therefore is

exposed to a school budget in printed form. All newspapers carry in-

formation on school budget elections, but usually only go into detail

on local elections, making it important that readers see a local news-

paper. And, only the officially designated, or adjudicated, newspaper

will carry the school budget in full. Therefore, readership of an ad-

judicated newspaper may be the chief mechanism through which a reader

can be the most fully informed about the substance of a local budget.
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F. Adjudicated Newspaper Influence

Our hypothesis is that readers of an adjudicated newspaper will

tend to be more selective in differentiating between attention and un-

derstanding features in school budget formats because they have had the

opportunity of reading and evaluating school budget information compared

to those who do not read an adjudicated newspaper. This hypothesis as-

sumes that the presentation of school budgets in adjudicated newspapers

is the only channel through which large segments of the community can

receive accurate information about school budgets. This variable was

not considered in the Survey Research Center study, but will become a

key part of our analytical model.

Readership of school budget information may have additional impli-

cations. The literature concerning mass media effects is replete with

studies showing a positive relationship between use of the mass media

and differential growth of knowledge among subgroups of the American

population (Tichenor, et. al., 1970).

As well, there is some support to indicate that persons with high

knowledge scores about school operations tend to hold either positive or

negative opinions about schools, i. e., they will proffer a substanta-

tive opinion position (Chaffee and Ward 1968).

It seems reasonable, therefore, to expect that respondents with

higher knowledge scores concerning school finances also should be more

discerning and discriminating about the attention/understanding aspects

of school budget formats. A variable measuring a person's knowledge

about school financing will be included in the model.
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Many of the variables asssociated with discriminating among atten-

tion/understanding aspects of different budgets also may be related to

readership of an adjudicated newspaper. One should compare readership

of these newspapers with the variables specified above in order to

learn more about the impact of adjudicated newspapers per, se.

Specifically, we will look for higher knowledge scores among

readers of adjudicated newspapers and will expect a higher percentage of

persons who read these papers to discuss school matters outside the home

and to have voted in the last school election. In addition, they may

well be better educated.
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G. Summary of Variables to be Studied

It is our expectation that a higher level of discrimination be-

tween features leading to attention and to those leading to understan-

ding will be found among the following:

1. Parents who either have a child in school at the present time

or who will have a child in school;

2. Persons engaging in interpersonal discussions concerning

school budget information;

3. Persons with some college or university education;

4. Persons who have lived in Oregon and in their community more

than three years;

5. Respondents of 30 years of age and older;

6. Persons registered to vote or who have voted in the last school

election;

7. Readers of adjudicated newspapers; and

8. Persons with high knowledge scores concerning school budgets in

their community.

The relationship between readers of adjudicated newspapers and the

following variables also will be explored:

1. Knowledge scores,

2. Interpersonal discussions concerning school budgets,

3. Voting record (whether or not they voted) and

4. Education.
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III. METHODS OF ANALYSIS

Since this thesis study is a re-analysis of a research project con-

ducted by the Survey Research Center at Oregon State University, data

collection and reduction already were available. The purpose of this

analysis is to extend the methodology to answer questions raised in the

theory chapter.

As a first step, the scoring of respondents was completed to ascer-

tain if they took an adjudicated newspaper, a non-adjudicated newspaper,

both or none.

This was accomplished by reviewing each interview schedule and

scoring the respondent into one of the following three categories:

1. A code of 2 was assigned when the coder judged that an adjudi-

cated newspaper came into the home;11

2. A code of 1 was assigned when the coder judged that a non-ad-

judicated newspaper came into the home; and

3. A code of 0 was assigned when a respondent said that no news-

paper came into the home.

The second step was to evaluate the questionnaires and the code key

to ascertain if the variables of interest were present so further anal-

yses could be made. The variables present were coded as follow:

1/
The term "came into the home" was used in the interview schedules
to include newsstand purchases and exchanges with neighbors, as well
as subscriptions.
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1. Child or children in school. This variable was measured on a

scale of 1 for no to 2 for yes.

2. Level of formal education. The code ranged from 1 to 17 for

number of grades completed in school, from grade 1 through post-graduate

work.

3. a. Length of residency in Oregon. This variables was coded

for number of years of residence. The range was from 0 to 82.

3. b. Number of years lived in the community. Coded as above.

The range was 0 to 82.

4. Age. This variable was also coded to correspond with the actu-

al number of years. Range was 18 to 94.

5. a. Voter registration. This variable was measured on a scale

of 1 for not registered to 2 for registered.

5. b. Voted in last school election. The same measurement was

used here with 1 for not voted and 2 for voted.

6. Level of adjudicated newspaper readership, explained earlier in

this section.

7. Level of knowledge scores. This variable was scored on a scale

of 1 to 10, depending upon number of correct answers to specific know-

ledge questions.

8. Level of interpersonal discussion of school finances outside the

household. This variable was scored on a scale of 0 to 3, with 0 equa-

ling none; 1, little; 2, quite a bit; and 3, a lot.
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A. Discriminant Function Analysis

A comparison was made between consistent and inconsistent groups in

terms of the means of each of the independent variables specified in

the model. Statistically significant differences were found with being

a parent, level of education, length of residence in Oregon, voting in

the last school election, readership of adjudicated newspapers and know-

ledge scores. Statistically significant differences were not found for

interpersonal discussion, length of residence in the community, age and

voter registration.

A common model that sought to account for differences between con-

sistent and inconsistent groups was then constructed, utilizing the six

significant independent variables. Discriminant analysis was employed

using an equation of the form:

D = d1X1 + d2 X2 + d3X3 + d4X4 + d5X5 + d
6
X
6

where D is the score on the discriminant function and the X's are the

standardized values of the discriminating variables:

X
1

child in school (1 to 2)

X
2

education (1 to 17)

X3 = residence in Oregon (0 to 82)

X4 = voting in the last school election (1 to 2)

X
5

adjudicated newspaper readership (0 to 2)

X
6

knowledge score (1 to 10)

d
1.

..d
6

weighting coefficients

The dependent variable was dichotomous with a value of'one if a
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person scored inconsistent and two if he scored consistent. Estimates

of d's for the best linear function are given in Table III (page 32).
2/

-?-/ Prior probabilities for classification were equal, since no a priori
reason existed to set them differently.
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B. Additional Two-way Analysis

A statistical analysis was completed between readership of adjudi-

cated newspapers and other variables specified in the theory chapter.

For grouped data, a chi-square test of significance was employed. For

scalar or continuous measures, a one-way analysis of variance was used.

In addition to the variables specified earlier, the relationship between

adjudicated newspapers and budget preferences for attention as well as

understanding also was examined.
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IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Respondents were asked separate questions to determine their pref-

erence of the three school budget formats in terms of attention and

then in terms of understanding (see questionnaire, Appendix II). The

results show that none of the variables was related to the attention-

enhancing features of the three budget formats, as shown by analysis of

variance. This analysis is summarized in Appendix Table I.

We must keep in mind that we are dealing with a relatively homo-

geneous sample in this study. That is, only persons who kept the copy

of the sample newspaper and who were willing to bring it to the phone

for the interview are represented. Selectivity suggests that variabil-

ity within the group who rated budget formats is going to be much lower

than it would be among the population as a whole.

We need not be surprised to find that none of the independent vari-

ables was related to attention-getting features of the different for-

mats. In the Survey Research Center study, age was the only variable

that was related to format preference when tested by features related to

understanding. The conclusion was that a larger sample size was needed

to detect preference differences within this homogeneous group of people

who have greater interest in school affairs.

A comparison of group means for respondents bringing the sample

newspaper to the telephone and those not bringing it to the phone shows

that those who brought the paper to the phone are more likely to have

children in school, have more education, have spent less time in Oregon

but more years in their community, be older, be more likely to be regis-
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tered voters and to have voted in the last school election, more likely

to read an adjudicated newspaper, have higher knowledge scores and en-

gage in more interpersonal discussion. Statistically significant (in

order of importance) are being registered to vote, having a child in

school, level of education and knowledge score. These results are shown

in Appendix Table II.

Responses to budget preferences also were then compared to deter-

mine if consistent and inconsistent respondents differed by scores on

the independent variables. Respondents scored as inconsistent were con-

sidered more discriminating than were consistent respondents (see Table

II, page 30).

The F-statistic is used to test the statistical significance be-

tween inconsistent and consistent group means. The F-value must be suf-

ficiently high to point to a valid reason for inclusion of the indepen-

dent variable in a common model. Since years in the community, age,

registered to vote and interpersonal discussion are clearly not statis-

tically significant in the mean value test, these independent variables

were dropped from further testing.

A satisfactory explanation of why some variables were not related

to inconsistent/consistent group differences does not suggest itself.

One can note, however, that the selectivity bias alluded to on page 13

may well operate differently for inconsistent/consistent group differ-

ences than in budget preferences. Note that the differences in group

means were far greater for the significant variables found in Table II

than for differences in group means among those who could and could not

bring the paper to the phone.

The argument advanced for explaining no differences in Appendix
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TABLE II. MEAN VALUES FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF CONSISTENT/AND
INCONSISTENT BUDGET FORMAT APPRAISALS (N = 108) .21

Independent variables Inconsistent Consistent F
b/

(N = 34) (N = 74)

Child in school 1.32 1.51 3.44

Education 14.03 13.39 1.24

Years in Oregon 34.79 26.86 4.06

Years in community 18.06 16.18 0.38

Age 50.88 46.46 1.67

Registered to vote 2.00 2.00 0.00

Voted last school election . 1.85 1.62 6.10

Readership of adjudicated
newspaper 0.79 0.64 2.75

Knowledge score 6.24 6.72 2.78

Interpersonal discussion . 1.35 1.39 0.04

a/
Sample of only 108, rather than 123 cases, was analyzed because mis-
sing observations on independent variables produced a deletion of 13
cases.

121 F-values in italics are statistically significant at the .10 level
or less.

Table I must be tempered by realizing that selectivity bias referred to

earlier may, and probably has, operated to account for the effects re-

ported in Table II. This bias probably should have been anticipated and

one should evaluate the results with this effect in mind. For instance,

one should not generalize the results to all adults in the state, but

only to those who were willing to cooperate by studying the sample news-

paper and bringing it to the telephone when the interviewer called. For

example, an interesting aside shows up when we look at the range and

means for the variable, being registered to vote. We see that the group
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who brought their papers to the phone all were registered; therefore, no

difference was possible. Education, on the other hand, was retained on

the basis of a marginally high F-value (significant at Pc::.08) when

tested with the total model subjected to a discriminant function anal-

ysis. Although it is a doubtful variable at this point, discretion dic-

tates including education for additional testing.

We now want to continue analyzing the independent variables that

were significant. These are (in order of significance of F-values):

1. Voting in the last school election,

2. Years of residence in Oregon,

3. Child or children in school,

4. Knowledge score,

5. Reading of adjudicated newspapers and

6. Education.

We know now that differences in scores between the consistent and

inconsistent groups do exist. To investigate this situation beyond the

one-variable-at-a-time analysis, the two response groups were used in a

discriminant function analysis.

This analysis was completed for the six independent variables with

significant differences in Table II (see Table III, page 32).

The magnitude of the coefficients (standardized so that size in-

dicated the relative importance of each) and the corresponding F-values

show the best linear function of the independent variables for discrim-

inating between consistent and inconsistent groups. Canonical correla-

tions of the discriminant function for the groups (statistically signif-

icant at the .05 level) and the centroid values (over-all means for con-

sistent and inconsistent groups) are also shown.
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TABLE III. DISCRIMINANT FUNCTION ANALYSIS OF CONSISTENT AND IKON-
SISTENT SCHOOL BUDGET FORMAT PREFERENCES (N 121) I'll

Standardized
Coefficient Fb/

Variables:

Voted last school election -.508 3.51

Years in Oregon -.469 4.05

Child in school .335 1.61

Readership of adjudicated paper . . . . -.486 3.66

Knowledge score .501 2.75

Education -.433 2.44

Centroids in reduced space:

Inconsistent group - 59

Consistent group 27

Canonical correlation. .375

Percent of cases correctly classified 66 9

2/ Sample of 121, rather than 123 cases, was analyzed because missing
observations on independent variables produced a deletion of 2 cases.

P-1 F-values and canonical correlation in italics are statistically sig-
nificant at p4c.10.

Based on the canonical correlation, 14 percent of the variability

in the discriminant function can be accounted for by group differences.

These values, together with the scatter plot of the data (not shown) in-

dicate considerable overlap between the group means. Statistical sig-

nificance of the discriminant function, however, shows there are mean

differences between consistency groups. Statistically significant vari-

ables in this set for discriminating among these two groups are (in or-

der of importance):
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1. Voted in the last school election,

2. Knowledge score,

3. Readership of adjudicated newspaper and

4. Years of residence in Oregon.

The most important variable is voting in the last school election.

In considering the importance of this variable, we must note the wider

range for selectivity due to the relatively low voter turn-out for

school elections (see page 18). Even though our homogeneous sample had

all registered to vote, not all had actually voted in the last school

election so we find greater differences between group means. This sta-

tistically significant independent variable, then, turns out to be asso-

ciated with respondents who are more discriminating in their choice of

formats for attention and understanding attributes.

A high knowledge score, on the other hand, while next in order of

importance, is associated with a consistence response. We will study

this puzzling finding later.

The next variable is readership of an adjudicated newspaper, a re-

lationship that was postulated by the "set" theory discussed in Chapter

II. Those respondents who had previous opportunity to see school bud-

gets in printed form in their newspaper should have more interest in

such topics through previous awareness. This awareness of budget infor-

mation should provide a "set" for people. These individuals may well

have a higher ability to analyze the formats in terms of specific quali-

ties. Further testing of this variable is called for in the form of

two-way analysis as described in Chapter III to help determine the exact

nature of the relationship between readership of adjudicated newspapers

and the other variables specified.
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But, first we need to discuss the independent variable with the

weakest statistically significant effect, years of residence in Oregon.

Looking at the means in Table II, we can note that respondents showing

inconsistent preferences among budget formats had lived approximately

eight years longer in Oregon than had respondents who gave consistent

appraisals. This fact suggests a relationship between the ability to

discriminate and the number of years a person has lived in the state.

The longer a person has lived in the state, the more familiar he may be

with school budget information and therefore the more able he may be to

single out aspects of budget formats pertaining to attention as opposed

to understanding.

It is important to remember, when discussing these results, that 17

percent of the answers are over and above what would occur by chance.

One way to evaluate the quality of a statistical model is to consider

how much it improves upon chance in classifying respondents. Since we

are trying to place respondents in one of two categories, consistent or

inconsistent, the chance is 50 percent for doing so. This model

achieves correct classification of the cases in an additional 17 per-

cent. This gain suggests some theoretical relevance, especially as re-

gards the previously stated "set" theory, as well as applied importance

in the sense that some formats had higher attention scores than under-

standing scores.

Established "set" theory would lead one to expect that persons ac-

customed to seeing school budgets printed in adjudicated newspapers

would be more apt to have a "set" for such information and therefore

would more likely read school finance items, including budgets, than

would persons not accustomed to seeing school budgets in their non-ad-
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judicated newspapers, or in a few cases, in no paper at all. The data

support this expectation.

Regarding applied significance, the Salem budget format was pre-

ferred by 32.5 percent of the respondents for attention and by 29.3 per-

cent for understanding, a difference favoring attention by 3.2 percent

(see Table I, page 14). Conversely, the Medford budget format showed

an attention preference of 41.5 percent with a 47.1 percent for under-

standing, a net difference of -5.6 percent for attention. Even though

the Medford budget received the highest combined preference rating, the

net gain in the Salem budget suggests something about that format that

appeals to the respondents more for attracting attention than for fos-

tering understanding. Both budget format length and content confound

the interpretation so that an unequivocal explanation cannot be made.

However, one cannot rule out the advantage of keeping a budget short in

order to enhance its attention-getting characteristics.

We might worry more about results being skewed by page location of

the formats in the sample newspaper if Rarick (1967) hadn't found that

location on the page proved to be unimportant in attracting readership.

We can therefore assume that the page location of the Salem format does

not contribute to its net gain in attention preference. The shorter

length remains the strongest explanation for this finding.

Two variables in the model, level of education and having a child

in school, were not significant. Education was not anticipated to have

an effect, anyway, but we did predict that having a child in school

would produce a significant effect. One explanation may be that this

variable correlated highly with the variables that were significant and

these other variables had a stronger partial relationship for discrimin-
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ating between group means.

When one reviews the size of the significant standardized coeffici-

ents in Table III, it becomes apparent that inconsistent responses are

related to voting in the last school election, readership of an adjudica-

ted newspaper, more years of residence in Oregon, but to lower knowledge

scores. Low knowledge scores do not seem logical, since the pattern of

relationships found for the other variables would suggest that higher

knowledge scores should be associated with an inconsistent response.

Those who vote in school elections, read adjudicated newspapers and are

longer-term residents should be more knowledgeable as well. In order to

sort out this puzzling result, our next step is to test the relationship

between readership of an adjudicated newspaper with the other independent

variables, including knowledge scores, to see if we can explain more com-

pletely what is happening.

Therefore, the adjudicated newspaper variable was tested by two-

way analysis with each of the variables found significant in the dis-

criminant function analysis. The chi-square statistic was used to test

the statistical significance of a relationship for grouped data and a

one-way analysis of variance was used for scalar variables.
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A. Further Knowledge Score Testing

Several steps in testing are necessary in attempting to discover

why knowledge scores tested as consistent rather than inconsistent.

When the variables were tested by two-way analysis with the adjudica-

ted newspaper variable, results show that a statistically significant

relationship was found for only one variable, knowledge of school fi-

nances. Reading of an adjudicated newspaper was not significantly re-

lated to voting in the last school election or number of years lived in

Oregon. The relationship between readership of adjudicated newspapers

and knowledge scores is shown in Table IV.

TABLE IV. KNOWLEDGE MEANS AND F-VALUES FOR ADJUDICATED NEWSPAPER
GROUPS

Group
Knowledge

Mean (N)

Access to adjudicated newspaper . . . 6.17 (226) 4.59 .01

Access to non-adjudicated paper . . . 5.58 (110)

No newspaper 5.48 (23)

Total 5.94 (359)

The results in Table IV show that respondents who are exposed to an

adjudicated newspaper scored higher on a knowledge test about school fi-

nances and that this difference is significant statistically. But, this

was an over-all test for the total sample, not just for those who brought

a newspaper to the phone. When one conducts the same analysis for this

reduced sample, the results show a different picture, as noted in Table
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V.

TABLE V. KNOWLEDGE MEANS FOR ADJUDICATED NEWSPAPER GROUPS AMONG
RESPONDENTS WHO BROUGHT NEWSPAPERS TO PHONE

Group
Knowledge

Means (N)

Student's "t" Values
for Group Comparisons

1. Access to adjudicated
newspaper 6 47 (86) Gp. 1 vs. Gp. 3: t = 0.92

2. Access to non-adjudi-
cated paper 6 15 (41) Gp. 1 vs. Gp. 2: t = 0.96

3. No paper 7 14 (7) Gp. 2 vs. Gp. 3: t = 1.35

Total (134)

None of the "t" values was significant in the above test.

:The relationship between exposure to adjudicated newspaper scores

to knowledge scores is not significant for those who could bring the

sample newspaper to the phone. This shows that selectivity bias does

indeed affect the relationship between these two variables. For in-

stance, the data in Tables IV and V show that persons who are exposed

to an adjudicated newspaper had the highest knowledge scores. When one

controls for bringing the newspaper to the phone, this relationship

vanishes.

The impact of selectivity bias (i.e., bringing the newspaper to

the phone) suggests caution in generalizing results to the total news-

paper-reading population or to the general population itself. The data

in Appendix Table II provide additional information concerning the na-

ture of this selectivity bias inherent in the data. Those who bring the

newspaper to the phone represent a relatively homogeneous group and

a larger sample is required to detect significant effects within this

group.
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B. Summary of Results

To briefly summarize results of this analysis, we'll itemize them

here and discuss possible implications in the following chapter:

1. None of the studied independent variables showed a relationship

to the attention-getting feature of the budget formats.

2. Independent variables showing statistical significance in dis-

criminating between attention and understanding features of the formats

are (in order of significance) voting in the last school election,

years of residence in Oregon, having a child in school, knowledge score

and reading an adjudicated newspaper.

3. A discriminant function analysis showed a statistically signif-

icant effect for voting in the last school election, knowledge, reader-

ship of an adjudicated newspaper and years of residence in Oregon. All

except knowledge were associated with an inconsistent preference be-

tween attention and understanding aspects of budget formats. A high

knowledge score was associated with a consistent response.

4. These findings support "set" theory and suggest tangible ways

in which school administrators might improve school budget formats to

attract attention.

5. A positive relationship was found between readership of adjudi-

cated newspapers and knowledge scores for the total sample. This rela-

tionship vanished when one controlled for bringing the paper to the phone

and shows that caution should be used in generalizing results of the

discriminant function analysis beyond the group studied.
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C. Correlates for Readership of Adjudicated Newspapers

We turn now to an empirical test of the second major part of our

theoretical model concerning the relationship between readers of adjudi-

cated newspapers and the independent variables we postulated would in

teract. These variables are knowledge scores, interpersonal discussion,

voting in the last school election and level of education.

Voting in the last school election and education were not signifi-

cantly related, by chi-square analysis, to readership of an adjudicated

newspaper. One explanation concerning this null relationship between

readership of an adjudicated newspaper and voting may be the low number

of citizens who vote in school elections. Only a quarter of the eligible

voters customarily cast their ballots at school elections and this situ-

ation may not provide sufficient numbers in our sample to detect differ-

ences here.

Education plays no significant role with readers of adjudicated

newspapers versus non-adjudicated papers. A likely reason for this fin-

ding is that many persons in this state, regardless of area, have access

to The Oregonian, a non-adjudicated newspaper. There may well be a re-

lationship between persons of higher education and preference for The

Oregonian or other large city newspapers not adjudicated for the county

in which the respondent lives. For example, many Corvallis residents

have access to the Salem Oregon Statesman, an adjudicated newspaper for

Marion County but not for Benton County. School budgets carried in the

Statesman are for school districts in Marion County and would not be ex-

pected to hold any great degree of interest for readers in Benton County.
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Benton County budgets are printed only in the adjudicated newspapers for

that county. A similar pattern may well exist in other ccmmunities, ex-

plaining the weak showing for education in the analysis.

On the other hand, knowledge score proves to be statistically rela-

ted to readership of adjudicated newspapers. This variable is a partic-

ularly important one in our model because budget information can only be

read in its entirety in an adjudicated newspaper. Hence, these readers

should -- and do -- have a higher knowledge score on questions concer-

ning school budget financing than the general population. A more com-

plete discussion of this relationship is found in the preceding section.

Interpersonal discussion is also a statistically significant vari-

able when tested against readership of an adjudicated newspaper (see

Table VI).

TABLE VI. INTERPERSONAL DISCUSSION MEANS AND F-VALUE FOR NEWSPAPER
GROUPS

Interpersonal discussion
Group Mean (N)

Access to adjudicated newspaper 1.24 (225) 3.89 .02

Access to non-adjudicated paper 1.06 (107)

No newspaper 0.78 (23)

Total 1.16 (355)

We can see, by comparing means for the three groups of respondents

-- readers of adjudicated newspapers, readers of non-adjudicated news-

papers and non-readers of newspapers -- that readers of adjudicated news-

papers, in which school budgets have customarily appeared, do discuss

school finances more outside the home. This relationship fits our formu-
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lation. Readers of adjudicated newspapers appear to be more socially

active concerning discussions of school finances and this relationship

should be of interest to those who are concerned with communicating

school budget information to the public.

We also completed a chi-square analysis on the other available

variables to see if we could account more completely for readership of

adjudicated newspapers. We did find that persons registered to vote are

more likely to read an adjudicated newspaper (see Table VII). This was

the only other variable found to be significant.

TABLE VII. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REGISTERED TO VOTE AND READERSHIP
OF ADJUDICATED NEWSPAPERS

Group
No Non-adj. Adj.

Paper Paper Paper Total (N)

Registered to vote . . . 5.5 28.1 66.4 100 (292)

Not registered to vote . . 10.4 41.8 47.8 100 (67)

Total 6.4 30.6 63.0 100 (359)

X
2

= 8.46, 2df; pe4..01

Up to now, we have found that readership of an adjudicated news-

paper is related to higher knowledge scores about school budgets, to

frequency of interpersonal discussion about school finances and to being

a registered voter. One additional analysis was made to verify our ex-

pectation that these persons would be more likely to keep informed on

school budget matters. One question asked in the Survey Research Cen-

ter survey was if the respondent had seen a school budget in the past

six months. It seems reasonable to expect that if those who read ad-
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judicated newspapers also had higher knowledge scores and were more ac-

tive in discussing school matters, they also should recall seeing a bud-

get since these budgets are printed only in adjudicated newspapers.

Therefore, we completed a chi-square analysis to determine who had seen

a school budget in the past six months and found the expected result:

higher proportions of respondents who had seen a budget were readers of

adjudicated newspapers. These data are shown in Table VIII.

TABLE VIII. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN PERCEPTION OF A SCHOOL BUDGET
AND READERSHIP OF ADJUDICATED NEWSPAPERS

Group
No Non-adj. Adj.

Paper Paper Paper Total (N)

0/0

Saw a school budget . . 4.7 23.8 71.5 100 (193)

Did not see a budget . . . 8.2 37.7 54.1 100 (159)

Total 6 3 30.1 63.6 100 (352)

X
2

11.47, 2df; p<.003

The results in Table VIII show that 71.5 percent of those who saw

a school budget were readers of an adjudicated newspaper while 28.5 per-

cent were non-readers. This difference, while statistically signifi-

cant, still shows that many people say they have access to this infor-

mation without using an adjudicated newspaper. We are not sure how

these people acquire this information about school budgets. Part of the

answer may lie in response error -- some people either lied to the in-

terviewer or misunderstood the question. Some may actually see school

budgets by reading an adjudicated newspaper occasionally rather than

regularly. Others may use alternate channels. Some school districts,
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for example, may send budget summaries to parents via their children.

Regardless of how non-adjudicated newspaper readers may acquire budget

information, a higher proportion of readers do report seeing a budget

and this finding lends credence to our hypothesis concerning the role

of adjudicated newspapers in communicating school budget information to

the public.

Taken together, all the results only partially support our original

hypothesis concerning readers of adjudicated newspapers. These readers

do have higher knowledge scores than the general population. They do

engage in more interpersonal discussion about school financial affairs.

They do not, however, necessarily vote any more regularly in school

elections although they are more apt to be registered to vote. A higher

proportion of readers recalled seeing a school budget in the past six

months. Education plays no significant role with readers of adjudicated

newspapers versus non-adjudicated papers.
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D. Profile of Adjudicated Newspaper Readers

To sum up our picture of readers of adjudicated newspapers:

1. They are more knowledgeable about school financial affairs than

the rest of the population.

2. They engage in more discussion outside the home about school

financial affairs than do non-readers of adjudicated newspapers.

3. They are more likely to be registered to vote than the general

population, although they are no more likely to have voted in the last

school election.

4. They are more likely to recall seeing a school budget in the

past six months.

5. Education plays no statistically significant role in this re-

lationship.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Further analysis was made from data already gathered from a random

sample of Oregonians by the Survey Research Center at Oregon State Uni-

versity. Purposes of this thesis research were two-fold: to establish

more explicitly the relationship between attention and understanding in

communication theory and to determine the role of adjudicated newspa-

pers in disseminating information about school financial affairs to the

community.

Ten independent variables were tested for their association in

describing the type of respondent who discriminates between school bud-

get formats in terms of attention and understanding. Variables found to

play a significant role were (in order of importance) voting in the last

school election, years of residence in Oregon, having a child in school,

knowledge score, readership of an adjudicated newspaper and, possibly,

education.

When a discriminant function analysis was completed among these

significant variables, only voting in the last school election, know-

ledge score, readership of an adjudicated newspaper and years of resi-

dence in Oregon remained significant statistically. A selectivity bias

was found to exist due primarily to the homogeneity of the sample of re-

spondents who retained the sample newspaper containing the three formats

of the same school budget and were willing to bring it to the phone.

These results, however, point to more discrimination among respon-

dents for the attention/understanding features of a school budget format.

This finding adds vital information to an area of the communication pro-
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cess previously ignored. Researchers should not assume that attention

and understanding are the same empirically or that a difference between

the two attributes does not exist. More studies need to be done, with a

larger sample of a less homogeneous population, to test implications of

these results.

Differences do exist between attention and understanding in communi-

cation theory, according to this study. The results of this study

strongly suggest that discriminating readers are drawn more to one type

format for its attention-catching features and to another for its ease

of understanding.

Practical applications of this finding should benefit school admin-

istrators seeking to inform voters about school budgets. They would be

well advised to consider using a condensed, better organiied budget for-

mat than the Standard Oregon one now in use. Either of the alternate

formats won favor with respondents in terms of both attention and under-

standing. Certainly, a shorter budget format is recommended. Also, an

organization of financial information more like that of the Medford for-

mat would produce more understanding of complex school financial infor-

mation.

Our findings also serve to substantiate "set" theory as postulated

in our theory chapter. We find that readership of an adjudicated news-

paper is important in determining which respondents will show discrimin-

ation in choosing one format for its attention-enhancing qualities and

another for its greater ease of understanding. Readers of an adjudica-

ted newspaper at least have had prior opportunity to observe school bud-

gets printed in a paper found in their home. "Set" theory is predicated

on the idea that persons are more likely to read about a topic with which
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they are already familiar than they are about a subject new to them. It

follows that readers of a newspaper that habitually carries school bud-

get information will be more likely to read and evaluate that informa-

tion in a sample newspaper containing three school budget formats than

will readers of newspapers not carrying budget information or non-rea-

ders of newspapers.

Related to this finding is the role we find adjudicated newspapers

playing in the dissemination of school financial news. Publishers and

editors of adjudicated newspapers in Oregon counties can argue from the

findings here that their newspaper readers are better informed than any-

one else concerning school budget matters and are involved more in dis-

cussions outside the home concerning school financial matters. These

newspapers have a singular advantage of providing information about

school budgets. They also have an obligation to present this information

in a form more comprehensible to the readers. Instead of burying school

budgets next to classified ads in agate type, editors should experiment

with more obvious placement and larger type. They should work with

school administrators to find a budget format that will attract more at-

tention, lead to a greater degree of understanding and, hopefully, stim-

ulate a higher voter turnout at the polls for an issue that is defined

these days in many voters' minds simply as higher taxes.
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APPENDIX TABLE I. MEANS FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF SCHOOL,WDGET
FORMATS = 130)

Variables Budget A
(N = 26)

ATTENTION

Budget C
(N = 53)

No difference
(N = 10)

Budget B
(N = 41)

Child in
school 1 35 1.39 1.49 1.10

Education . . . . 12.50 13.73 13.43 14.70

Years in
Oregon 30 92 24.42 27.83 37.80

Years in area . . 18.08 13.34 16.40 19.40

Age 49 23 43.42 45.89 55.10

Registered
to vote . . . . 1.96 1.88 1.89 1.90

Voted in school
election . . . . 1.84 1.75 1.64 1.56

Readership of
adjudicated
newspaper . . . 1.54 1.63 1.55 1.60

Knowledge score . 6.31 6.44 6.51 6.40

Interpersonal
discussion . . . 1.46 1.51 1.13 1.40

a/
Mean differences among budgets not statistically significant.
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APPENDIX TABLE II. MEANS FOR INDEPENDENT VARIABLES OF BRINGING
NEWSPAPER TO TELEPHONE (N = 358)

Variables
Bring to phone

Aware

(N = 134)

Not bring
Aware
(N = 96)

Unaware
(N = 129)

Significance
Level

Child in
school 1.40 1.25 1.35 < .03

Education 13.42 12.57 12.01 <:.03

Years in
Oregon 28.44 29.37 28.68 NS

Years in
area 16.38 14.92 16.77 NS

Age 46.42 45.14 44.06 NS

Registered
to vote 1.90 1.80 1.73 <1.05

Voted in school
election 1.70 1.62 1.62 NS

Readership of
adjudicated
newspaper . . . . 1.59 1.56 1.54 NS

Knowledge
score 6.40 5.75 5.61 <:.01

Interpersonal
discussion . . . . 1.32 1.21 .94 NS
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Oregon Briefs
Springfield cuts sports program
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McCarthy tries convention route again
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McCord,. tbe independent preSidential cannishte, placed

Odsithns November ballet.
John Callahan, chairman of the McCarthy forces in

Oregon said the second convention wilt be held because
of a fainre to provide evidence that 1000 registered
velars came to McCarthyS thee 24 room.. at Pott-
le. Mate University.

Callahan raid the second convention would be held
July 14.

S139 million Multnomah budget okayed
PORTLAND .UPI! - Multemnah County Commis-

Moen started the 1.647 Inca) year Thursday by
approving an as milks budget that Includes two new
taxes

The budget also calls tor theelumnation of ethereally
lobs and rth that were funded by federal grant

nerettlirtlYietter. also approved Lire hator emtraele
willivartous green. that perlorin berm. I or the ethmty.

Sis-car wreck snarls Portionds140
PORTLAND (UPI - A nu vehicle smulaup op Inter-

W. MN Thursday Oremon blocked the west bound
lanes for more than an Per, rot no one Was innired,leTee Meek involved four cam a double tracker semi-

Seenadth rmrl troth The rear of one of the
cart was trapped hewnth the fmet of Mc sena-truck.

Police said they did not Mow how the accident cm
curved

Gmargia-Pacific donations ruled legal
SALEM ILTII - Georma-Pathlic Commun. nay

Cretribete A polrneal campaigns in Oregon. bee-
r.. of State Clay Myers said Sod.

Heart Kane. mocha. for position on the Othann
Court of Appeals dun. the May Primary 9.96403 tiled]
man of moth Myers beaming Attorney General Lee

G.G.
Pacific

Johnson was the mrsung eandicirte for the Court of
Mine. posthon

Orogen City woman dies in collision
OREGON CTN ,1101, - Kim Dawn Calhoun. to

OnOM. Ci lupplled Thursday owning when the Can
was ann.

ty. ms
aarently cross . center hoe on

Hog.. IRE andrallto.w. Trt-Met. bus, polme tart
Miss Calhoimthela short Ome after the 7,36 am &r-

odent at a nearby Imolai
The any,. a the W1 Raymond L Valentine Port.

lard was not landed according m

Train hits truck, killing driver
JEFFERSON IUPI, - Ernes: B Herminmen

Seto was tilled ThutMay when the ticsop truck he was
Mew was struck by a Southern Pacific. freq. train
Menne at Ole Jeffers...10 Road cross, T. mettle:It
terntrea thorny before the noon hour

Vg/IS MOM. 30Ort, at record pace
SALEM ,UPL - A new dollar volume record was set

for the state veterans home and farm Ion program last
month.. loans worth 332,303.350 were granted to L.

Veterans Affairs Director H Sunbelt! raid Om ken
volume represents nearly ma million in loam, each
Posmess day

The premiss high mor. for dollar volume was Oc-
tober. ITS M. 2.145 veterans Meowed 57396.45
That month still holds the record for the blithest number
of loans mak

Counties seek business reassurance
SALEM ,UP1, - Loco, officials Iron lour eastern

Oregoo counties Thursday asked Oov. fhb Straub for m-
ortal.. that he will

ents
not ppm. two important proposed

MM. develops them arcs- toe AIUMai plant
and the Pebble Sean,, nuclear them

The offirree belted to meet eitn Straub after Mud,
they Marti news memos in Mich the governor said he
does not where toe Mimes Muni.. Pant Mil ever be
built in OthMiland Mat he has 000055 about Oa need tut
ore velar power Mant

Haircut new costs $4 at Portland
PORTLAND (UPI, - Portland area union neither,

Thursday hoorted the prim of a haircut M cents
Priem on other moon barber seethes, wen/ 002510 50

77"°'::'""`::'!'r''''"1'7:4..%.,,.:,,1m
Straub to reappoint
Jackson as chairman
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]Fwd e
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SO5
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eveorlal roue

Total Supportang 34.1111 55.012
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SALEM f - Gov. Bob rnaitera created Me sprawhna
Ws. has decided to reap- Department 01 TransPoint Glenn Jac... to PoranbO. 44cAthn noted by 7'm
another term as thairman of the 1.76 Demotorom
the Oregon TranspertatIon eenierence at e mot, power- 111'.'Connnimion, UPI lear n. ul man in Oregon, is ,
thder chairman of the esecutive

committee of Part. Power ,,
Trunportation Com... a. Light Co eno Prima-nice

its Predecease, the the Democrat.ilerald
Hirmy Conwiasion. since Publishing Alm,
April 27, 1.1359. when ne was, Jackson mma lid home in , , ,

ilea week.
333.3 Gov. Men Medford. Outlives. P.N..]

Hatfield. Hatfield named
larithon Cbairnen of the nom. I. also a threcior of
mission on April 3, ISM The Pacific Intertioml

'.1t . governors intent Livestock Eapomtion
to reappoin Strauns es. Portland, a director of the ., 0
ecutoe emitter°, Keith Arig-R0ndisst Connell Of
Baran said Tannslay 1,1regon. a trustee of WII

J 's prams term a Istnette University, and a for
P.M Wednesday. d,rector of the U.S

The Iivmmember Trans. Ctumber a Ommerte
port.. Comunion was
rt.. by the

m
Mealature Si..P seep fla over

1073. It combined .e SEATTLE fUP11 -A Boe
!Gahm, Aeronautics and mg company moltesman has
Ports Commissions tato one AM Me lerb romp Of the
large commission when law- craft art., may be ending

5,31., AN et vALOPt3 TAX TO BE LPIED

p,s1 5erv.ce.

Tots: All ,r.her Pouryemeht.

73,940 55,000

16,631 10.376

76.72 16,429 7,000

ltt,101 :77,000 72,574

13,01 127,303 72,546

675,07. 't,tt"
.e..),

et' Itt

"79,7311 784,000 63, .1.

103,016 124. 88. 140.844

Total Dodget Ae.ourc..*

Total sweet require...urn
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Total mmen Resource.
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andTeZo""nn' a
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4,9
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181.746

8.714
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Tall ships head for New York

13 remain off jobs at Ontario

57
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Striking policemen short of funds
ONTARIO. Orr - 'Rune.

aoimerren began to sec. day Of astrire higher pay Mt, h9.1
...a patrolmen ecMorterted m

a peen ellort .1 faratot motes.
fur more than 1.1

s a token 9119' D.Uhilun said . coy doest5 went
W meet our mends, we'll he go.. Vie
moot rave a strike fart.'

IGtrolman Roger Artzarter. 1...-
rtnt of the Porte rum.. end an
iort.year veteran on the `tore. mad

tne strike m day-today Rung without
a strike fulls

tee strike gas another week
wmoot sett/erne Alexander...
9.9 sell Rave consrter WM....ere Om enlortement jote or
seek part-t)00 wort Ontario Ten of
I. 19 sulk Pricers rrtrned.rt
sad and worr. about hills

-The Pm. of July we Nerd
neve a At to do with st, Alexander
said -Oetarsc .11 be Alexander

patrolmen and if problems art. Me
.9 mai,

dsty manager Jack Collins. however,

Judge rejects
Kesey's claim

PORTLAND 10P11 - A
federal court judge ruled

NEWPORT, Rc. .10] - in New Yort Harbor. Smaller wee.ester and North Shore Newport's crowds and shm. he.y was too slow asserting
Thursday that author Ken

Strike from the lost Mast of craft heeled into long PPM towns beIlare ...Mg 919 3
gled .uttpues lett a Isret ins. more money from producerstan. five ter. was visible Sound for short 1101. to outMde New Fort. age or Anse in the Mind of of the monde -One Flew Overcast Me white By as the

last of 90 Ted Studs melted .*"r`=. cadets. somem trauma the Cuckoo s N.' art can.in them Nert or not collect damages Mr Maud.9. If.. .rtOrd the tar
hor merchant mar roe others or emotional datren.out to build chalet., f. The ruling left slat..

adventure or have a rte.. Kesey's ot.r claims for
en Mem flat U.S. landfall damages from arOdurtreof . Academy Award sen.

doders. MMMY as nine movie based m his 1962young as M. made more nowt No trial me our set
that 100)1,0
young m Amen. families Kelsey filed mot Feb. 19 indr.. APR, S Nett. court mein,
00 of MP... $19,800 he Said . producersIn 01,001 wand railed le pay. for alma

rolter:VOroil m. Said EPInd
Strom L. of No.,.

other damages. sncluding
ae

° ." ar" Pal. 161 etrataanal au.Wel Raelich for 17100100
120,61"A:1Bee:enlivati

Down st a bar ors Goat
Is.d beads barely lifted
Morn mop of beer as We old
Neeptrt yachting goat,
banned deeper rust to hear000csumons atonal the end

"It's over:' dyed a hipcie
mo.lesaen stand Gamer pat
back from a hop Berm the
whirl to quaff a few at led
Black Pearl Site

d00Oar Mad musktoomeO
ask tato the AM of the Tel.
SMp street scene

A half million bum. end
4.600mildremlog cadets lefts
jangle m the ears of kits
hue.sman and a fray.

mly. Amer.
Mat resort

-I get new friends Vero It's

sa. the csty plans no further
negotiations

coon. Made tnat clear.'
Collets sard Al Me porte rst. to
cone tom In good far.. harp. vrt
sell call a special meetang

"Bob Mr cygnet! *lb not go to the
mime and .s for hew

lb

dlulart sort the wallom would be
enoed umnethately II the city would

0'rtrof go PM
work tr:11y

agree
lu'isorsiod,

Several of the strikers saml Mey ex .
Peet to . ftred byWe e1lY and r.ted
by recruits. If that happens.. two
sergeants - Ml Waa e. along iv.
:bre, other staero.r, .1 .relm
ma leave . department

-We couldn't stay Mart.' Sgt louts
Chum aucl. smug be and Sgt Ray
Bartley will not remaln If . rest art

The city 02101111 offered the officers
seven per cent Mlles each year Itadera
three-year e.tract. phm cost of living
mortises of up to five per cent the se.

Prtrd

cood md WIN ye.
The police, who ...end M.

sale.. barer Wan abet ofIdert in
Me area, held out for 14 ger tenth.
Me host year mlfl tbey made anerel

The caw
rejerted

dIdowalkedml at 1:01 a.M. Tum.
Martina gay for
3640 mom. A ataftittg de. dark

59..5 5.9 Ma Ptrolnua v. 10
years emenenee receives $740 a
month

Pol. contend We artrap dap of
mpg ps.bned a PP meth That
they say. PP below the statewide
aPrtge and PM .low avert* pay IP
Le Grande. Sloe Beier wd
het. Vale

One of We a.m. Dave Peet..
serl he loot 911256 u methsago to con. to Ontario dm pl.
tome te. OPrte GMM. W and .
feels 'like CPI Mfg fenned oat'.
because of the rityre pod.

Aleasrtler Yid the ma.. Ie..
If the cny num. me we. 1100
per month to. to ULM Year

PUNK 44011013
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'Sometimes 1 miss...

Russian sailors on P..
shore leave Mom IM bug
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nn
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bodge Otto 9 P. ruled
thal Ramey or she.
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my It. chom mo. Mon
two years prior to . corn

Suite
of Mu .on

State lave getting tan Kan a
Ilnut withm which fraud
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m.R demo ee Older.

nsa and to strike soort
; language mon, the comp.
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Duncan forecasts hard times for schools
SALEM Slot, ggg, geeag, en_ ten datre. - Vielches - La Grancle Cro. County,moo! Sperm.. 0er. otte.P. M oat a ". .0 vat Mr.. for Phoemm South Lane andMean psdland bleat lwn.
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Appendix II

Final OREGON STATE UNIVERSITY - Budget Preference 9/7/76

"Hello, I'm -- I'm working on a survey for Oregon State University and I'd like

to ask you some interesting Questions, if you don't mind...

1 - 2 Yes, read (Ask Q. la) You may recall that one of our interviewers gave you a
I No (See INT after la) little 4-page newspaper a few days ago that contained
9 DK, NA (See INT. la) three school budgets. Have you had a chance to read

these budgets, or not?

la- 2 Thoroughly
Did you happen to read the budgets thoroughly

1 Glanced
or just glance at them?

9 DK, NA; Won't read
0 Paper discarded (Skip to Q. 4)

(INT: Ask R to bring newspaper to phone. If R has not read the paper ask him to

read through the budgets rather quickly.) If R has thrown paper away or will

not bring to phone, circle code 0 and SKIP to Q. 4).

2 - Most

3 Budget A Suppose you were thumbing through a newspaper, which
2 Budget B budget would be most likely to catch your attention
1 Budget C so you would read it -- Budget A (see page 2),
0 No difference(Skip to Budget B (see page 3) or Budget C (see page 4)?

Q. 3)
9 DK, NA (Skip to Q. 3)

2a- Why do you think this budget would be most likely to catch your attention? (PROBE!)

Anything else?

2b- Next Most

3 Budget A
2 Budget B
1 Budget C
0 No difference
9 DK, NA

Which budget would next most likely catch
your attention?

3 - Most

3 Budget A Now, forgetting about the order in which the budgets
2 Budget B would attract your attention, which budget would be
1 Budget C most likely to help you understand how or in what
0 No difference (Skip to ways your school district planned to spend your money

Q. 4) -- Budget A (see page 2), Budget B (see page 3) or
9 DK, NA (Skip to Q. 4) Budget C (see page 4)?
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3a- Why do you think this budget would be most likely to help you understand how your

school district planned to spend your money? (PROBE!)

Anything else?

3b- Next Most

3 Budget A
2 Budget B
1 Budget C
0 No difference
9 DK, NA

Which budget would next most likely help you

understand how your school district planned to

spend your money?

(ASK OF EVERYONE)
4 - May I ask which daily newspaper, or newspapers, if

any, came into your home either yesterday or today?

5 What weekly newspaper, or newspapers, if any, came

into your home last week, or anytime last month?

6 - 2

1

9

Yes
No (Skip to Q. 10)

DK, NA (Skip to Q. 10)

Some newspapers in Oregon print budget notices prior

to bond elections while others do not. Do you happen

to recall seeing any budget notices printed within

the past six months, or not?

7 - 3

2

1

9

Thoroughly
Glance
Skipped (Skip to Q. 10)

DK, NA (Skip to Q. 10)

Did you happen to read the budget information

thoroughly, just glance at it, or skipped it

altogether?

8 - 3

2

1

9

Continue (Skip to Q. 9)
Changed (Go to Q. 8a)
Discontinue (Skip to Q.

DK, NA

9)

Do you think the budget notices appearing in the

newspaper should be continued, continued but changed,

or discontinued?

8a- In what way or ways should this budget information be changed? (PROBE!)

Anything else?

9 - From what you know or have heard, why or for what reason is a budget summary

published in your local newspaper? (PROBE!)

Anything else?



I have a list of statements that have been made lately about school budgets. As I read each

one, will you please tell me quickly if you think it is true or false? First...

10 -

12 -

13 -

True False DK NA

0 1 9

1 0 9

1 0 9

0 1 9

A school superintendent is a member of
the school board.

The school budget committee is composed of
members of the school board plus an equal
number of citizens.

Property taxes support more than half of
your school district's operating costs.

A school's tax base and tax levy mean the
same thing.

And now, a few true - false questions about county government. First...

True False DK, NA

14- 1 0 9 County commissioners serve on the county's
budget review committee.

15- 1 0 9 Property owners have the right to appeal
the assessed valuation of their property.

16- 0 1 9 All monies supporting county government come
from property taxes.

17- 0 9 Monthly expenditures for the county are pub-
lished in your local newspaper as a public
service.

Finally, one or two additional questions about your county government...

18- 3

19 6

5 7 (DK 9) How many county commissioners are there for
your county -- three, five or seven?

10 12 (DK 9) How much can county government legally increase
the tax base without a vote of the people?
-- 6, 10 or 12 percent?

20 2 Registered
1 Not regist. (Skip

to Q 22)
9 DK, NA

May I ask if you are presently registered to vote
in Oregon, or not?

21 2 Voted

1 Not vote
9 DK, NA

Some people voted in the last election concerning school
budgets while others didn't have a chance. Did you happen
to vote in the last school budget election, or not?
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22 - 3 Lot
2 Quite a bit

1 Little
0 None

9 DK, NA

How much, if any, do you discuss school or county budgets

with others outside your immediate household -- a lot,

quite a bit, a little, or none at all?

And now, a few questions about yourself...

23 - Years How many years have you, yourself, lived in Oregon?

99 DK, NA

24-

99 DK, NA

Years Approximately how long have you lived in this particular

community?

25 - In which county do you live?

99 DK, NA

26 - 2 Yes, have

1 No

9 DK, NA

Do you happen to have any children in public schools in

this area at the present time?

27 - In which school district do you live?

99 DK, NA

28-

99 DK, NA

Grade Would you mind telling me the last grade you completed

in school?

29 - Type What type of work does the chief breadwinner of the

Industry
household do?

0 Unemployed (As occupation of last job)

1 Retired (Ask occupation before retirement)

9 DK, NA

30 Age

99 DK, NA

May I ask your approximate age?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION

COMMENTS:

(INT. SIGNATURE) (DATE)




